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QUESTION 1

Which two sosl searches will return records matching search criteria contained in any of the searchable text fields on an
object? choose 2 answers 

A. [find \\'acme*\\' in any fields returning account,opportunity] 

B. [find \\'acme*\\'returning account,opportunity] 

C. [find \\'acme*\\'in all fields returning account,opportunity] 

D. [find \\'acme*\\' in text fields returning account,opportunity] 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer needs to allow users to complete a form on an Account record that will create a record for a custom object.
The form needs to display different fields depending on the user\\'s job role. The functionality should only be available to
a small group of users. 

Which three things should the developer do to satisfy these requirements?Choose 3 answers 

A. Add a dynamic action to the Account record page. 

B. Create a custom permission for the users. 

C. Create a Lightning web component. 

D. Add a dynamic action to the user\\'s assigned page layouts. 

E. Create a dynamic form. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 3

Requirements state that a child record be to deleted when its parent is deleted, and a child can be moved to a different
parent when necessary. Which type of relationship should be built between the parent and child objects in Schema
Builder to support these requirements? 

A. Lookup Relathionship from to child to the parent 

B. Child relationship 

C. Master-Detail relationship 

D. Lookup Relathionship from to parent to the child 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

What can a developer use to determine if the core Apex code exceeds any governor limits in a test class during bulk
execution? 

A. Limits, startTest, stopTest 

B. Test.getDmlStatements() 

C. @TestSetup. 

D. @TestVisible 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A platform developer at Universal Containers needs to create a custom button for the Account object that, when clicked,
will perform a series of calculations and redirect the user to a custom Visualforce page. Which three attributes need to
be defined with values in the tag to accomplish this? (Choose three.) 

A. action 

B. renderAs 

C. standardController 

D. readOnly 

E. extensions 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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